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David Bjorkryd

SCOUTING: 1ST SIGHT

Country Sweden

Age 11

Place Eskilstuna, Sweden

Trainer Mattias Syren

Brand STIGA

End of contract N/A

Rubber FH Stiga Mantra

Rubber BH Stiga Mantra



David Bjorkryd

SCOUTING: 1ST SIGHT

Overall
Table tennis background of the family 

(father played before), cool and warm 

athmosphere around him, well built 

player, good talent, already practices 

20-25h a week. Involved in good 

training centre with good facilities and 

table tennis sparring partners, too. 

Very interesting profile!

Technique
Left-handed player with forehand 

dominance, strong service and receive 

game. Reads the game well, high 

playing intelligence, good base 

overally.

Mental strength
Stable and good mentality, positive 

attitude, cool personality, good 

competitor. For deeper analyse further 

observation needed in practice and on 

tournaments.

Physical ability
Already working with fitness coach on 

a weekly basis. Very flexible body, 

quick at the table, good enough 

strenght compare to his age.

Testing
To be discussed

Educating
N/A

Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bKeTX
YyunQ8

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bKeTXYyunQ8


Daniel Berzosa

SCOUTING: 1ST SIGHT

Country Spain

Age 11

Place Burgos, Spain

Trainer Fran Berzosa (father)

Brand None

End of contract None

Rubber FH Tenergy

Rubber BH Tenergy



Daniel Berzosa

SCOUTING: 1ST SIGHT

Overall
Beside his job in a hospital his father 

takes care of him and Daniel practices 

12-15h a week. Good base, nice 

playing style, interesting character, 

eager young player.

Technique
Left-handed player with good open 

game, the more the game goes the 

better he gets, likes the rallies and the 

competition, plays with good 

placements. Decently built but 

technically room to improve.

Mental strength
Never gives up, rises his mental level 

during the game and in the tough 

moments. Seems generally stable and 

balanced player. For deeper analyse 

further observation needed in practice 

and on tournaments.

Physical ability
Good footwork and good potential, 

however there is no real fitness work 

behind him.

Testing
To be discussed

Educating
N/A

Video
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hS1mc
mUrYuo

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hS1mcmUrYuo
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